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Executive Sumnmu
Ihis study was carried out with the view to assessing the prospects for Canadian aerospace

flrms to increase their involvenient in current and future Airbus Industrie (AI) programs.

Historically, Canadian firms have been stifled by the complex structure of AI and

discouraged by the perception that "European Content" was one of the critical factors in bid

evaluations. Tue Canadian sector's performance ini Airbus programs, particulary at the

second and third tiers, is manifested through these assertions.

0 7he reality is that the current AI structure, with ail its complexities, lias served as

a crucial instrument in Europe's quest to meet thw teclinological challenge to manufacture

large civil aircraft. Aithougli there lias been a great deal of discussion regarding t/w

adoption of a more conventional »prime contractor " model, t/w antic4>ated difficulties

assoclated ýWth this proposition wlll prevent drastic changes to the status quo in the short
and perhaps medium terms.

* Firms seeldng to do business with the Airbus consortium for t/w first time, therefore,

require a road map to /wlp navigate through t/w manner in which it currently fiunctlons.

Accordingly, a signifi cant portion of this report provides practical information to asslstfirms

to get to t/w relevant procurement decision maloers. Miule cross Atlantic riva fry lias resulted

in some internalization of inputs, the value of US content in Airbus programs remains more

or less equal to that of Europe.





The Aircraft Manufacturing Industirv - Overview

international aircraft manufacturing operates within a three-tiered capability
hierarchy. Only a few firms have developed the designi and systems integration
competencies and marketing expertise which are necessary to compete successfully
ini the first tier of the industry as prime manufacturers. Accordingly, the world
market for large civil aircraft is principally served by Airbus, Boeing, and
McDonnell Douglas. These prime manufacturers rely on a larger network of
international second tier suppliers of proprietary aircraft subsystems and major
structural components. TI turri, the first and second tiers utilize a vast network of
third tier suppliers of parts and services. This study is directed at Canada's second
and third tiers ini their efforts to market systems, products and services to the Airbus
Consortium.

The world market for large civil aircraft is directly impacted by economic cycles,
world security issues, and goverriment policy and regulatory decisions. Primary
customers such as airliners and leasing companues are sophisticated purchasers,
which demand rigorous safety, quality, performance, and support requirements. The
major carriers also exert considerable buyer power and, therefore, tend to demand
price and financing concessions. Successful suppliers are sensitive to the pressures
placed on aircraft manufacturers by carriers. The aircraft manufacturing industry is
also characterized by its high financial and market risk, steep learning curves,
substantive economies of scale and scope, first mover advantages, and high technical
and financial barriers to.entry.

Grnvernments have nl1aved critical roles in orovidine direct and indirect suuDort due





At C$10 billion sales it employs 55000 skilled workers and is the 6th largest ini the
world. The industry also projects a healthy growth of 43% from 1995 to 1998.
Strong export performanlce suggests that the Canadian sector is globally competitive
ini a marketplace which is becoming more and more challenging.

The industry's owes its success to its focus on beconiing the best-in-clas in selected
niche product areas. Exaxnples of Advanced technology niches include satcom
antennas, simulation equipment, aircraft environmental systems, busines and
regional aircraft, landing gear, and composite components. To remain at the leading
edge of technology, the industry invests over C$l billion annually into research and

development. Canada also has a unique defense trade relationship with the United
States dating back to World War II which facilitates technology exchange and access

to the world's largest and most advanced aerospace and defence market.

The industry's strength is also attributed to the Canadian business climate which is

blessed with an effective education systemn to provide highly skilled labour,

favourable exchange rates, and world class infrastructure to enhance international
competitiveness.

With annual turnover of US$8.5 billion and a formidable product portfolio, AI has

achieved approximately 30% market share of airliners seating more than 100
passengers. AI integrates the design and construction competencies of Europe's
premier aerospace firms by leading and coordinating the definition, design and
production of the Airbus product range of aircraft and performing ail marketing,
commercial neRotiations, financing and product support functions as a single point





Fully equipped sections of the different AI aircraft are produced in various factories
of the four partniers throughout Europe, which in turn rely on an extensive
worldwide network of systems and structural component suppliers. These sections
are then transported to assembly locations in cither Hamburg for the A321 and A319
and to Toulouse for ail other models.

,AirbDu HiQ

The idea of the "Airbus" was conceived as part of an Anglo-French initiative dating

back to early 1965. During this period, air traffic was growing at a much faster pace

than currently being witnessed today. Hawker-Siddley of the UK and Breguet-Nord

of France originally pursued a twin-engine, wide body, short haut aircraft

provisionally named the HBN 100. The idea was later merged with Sud-Aviatiofl's

Galion project to eventually become known as the A300 Airbus. Five German

companies (Messerschmitt, VFW, Siebel, Hamburger Flugzeugbau, and Dornier)

foUlowed with interest the Anglo-French discussions for the proposed. Airbus and late

ini 1966 formed Arbeitsgenieinschaft Airbus (later becanie Deutsche Airbus) to

manage the German share of the design study.

The A300B
Problems associated with the commercial credibility of the A300 threatened the

collapse of the entire project. This lead Henri Ziegler, head of Sud Aviation at the

time, to assemble a smail teamn t secretly and quickly redesign the aircraft utilizing

a significant amount of existing American technology. The original Airbus was,

therefore, rcdefîned from the A300 to the A300B. Turbulence surrounding the

relationship between the original partners would lead to the withdrawal of British
onrupwnm,'-nt çnnnnrt in Anril 1969. ShortIv tbereafter. Germanv and France signed





of Aerospatiale and Deustche Airbus to 37.9 % and leaving CASA's interest at 4.2 %.
Also, in the spring of 1979, Belairbus joined as an associate partner to produce siats

and tracks for the A3 10 wing and a major wing/body faring. The A3 10 would be a

shortened derivative of the A300B with the same fuselage diametre and a completely

redesigned wing. The A3 10 would also incorporate several innovations including the

two-man crew cockpit (eliminating need for the flight engineer), fuel storage in the

horizontal stabilizer (extending range), and wing-tip fences (improving fuel economy

and safety). The A310 enjoyed increasing commercial success, particularly in the

Middle East largely due to controversial US foreign policy in the region.

AI announced the formal launch of the A320 in March 1984 ini an effort to respond

to the huge replacement market for older generation DC-9, 727, and 737 models.

The decision to move forward with the A320 was delayed considerably largely due

to the lack of a suitable powerplant for the single aisle market segment.

The formation of International Aero Engines (a joint venture between,

Pratt&Whitney, Roils Royce, Fiat, MTU, and a consortium of three Japanese firms)

in May 1982 provided the required stimulus to CFMI (the aeroengine alliance

between GE and Snecma favoured by the French partner) to develop an enhanced
version of the CFM 56 engine. This, coupled with firm orders from Air France and

British Caledonian propelled the backing for the program's development. The sales

success of the A320 surpassed all expectations by introducing a product whose

tcchnical and operational features such as fly by wire controls and other

revolutionary characteristics cistinguished it from existing available aircraft. Later

derivatives of the A320 were the A321 and more recently, the A319.

Introducing A330 and A340
Ini June 1987, AI announced the simultaneous launch of the A330 and A340
nrnpramç- Rasine the two new aircraft of different DPavload and range on the same





Initially, the only entity representing the project was "Airbus International", a sales

office set up in the 1969 memorandum of understanding (between Germany and

France) authorized only to quote prices and delivery schedules to airlines. Long and

trying negotiations resulted in the creation of Airbus industrie as a OIE under French
law late in 1970.

This form of business organization permits participating firms to integrate their

technical strengths, industrial capacities, and marketing skills while preserving their

individual autonomy. Initial statutes provided for the development, production, sales

and support of the A300B. The OIE can be viewed as an unlimited partnership

where its partners are corporations which are each jointly and severally liable to

third parties with whom the GIE becomes contractually engaged.

To this end, the OIE offers potential clients both financial credibility (as the

organization is backed by the cumulative resources of ail the industrial participants)

and a single responsible organization with which to negotiate sales and expect

product support. Other features of a GIE include a flexible capital structure, no tax

liability except professional taxes, as income or losses flow through directly to its

partners, and the ability to facilitate the accession of new members.

The AI GIE (Appendix 1) has proved to be a flexible arrangement which is well
suited to international ventures where firms unwilling to relinquish control through

Anglo) ATR





balances have served to make programs technically and commercially better O=a

might otherwise have been accomplished.

nEcip

The partners fund AI's routine payments for overhead expenses and procurement of

engines (and in some cases nacelles) based on a budget proposed by AI management

and approved by the Supervisory Board. Non recurring development costs and

production funding are borne by the partners in their rotes as subeontractors who

retain complete autonomy for ail aspects of their work share including procurement.

In turn, the partners have sought this money from their respective national

governments (and more recently from private sources) usually in the form of boans

on attractive terms to be repaid with the revenues from aircraft sales.

The creation of the Airbus Finance Corporation (AFC), incorporated under the laws

of the Irish Republic and owned jointly by the AI partners, was announced in

Uccember 1994 to case some of the financial exposure from the balance sheets of

the Airbus partners associated with GIE unlimited liability. This entity consolidated

AI's existing portfolio of leased aircraft and aims to achieve an A+ credit rating to
.wtth,- fiitiir,- iq-,uanre of bonds backed bv aircraft within its portfolio. AFC and

investmefit





a Frenchmnl, was also created to exert full control over Airbus prograzus (Exhibit

3). The position of financial director was also created to develop a comprehensive

systemn of cost accounting and control. This position caused enormous controversy

as it would initially be given access to the partner's cost records to evaluate the

prices charged for work shares. Interestingly, the "wise men" recommended that AI

take over more of the subcontracting with outside fihnis because it could be more

aggressive ini seeking the best prices and ternis. To this date however, contractial

engagements of AI rest solely with the industrial partners and associates (except in

tic case of engines and reverse thrust equipment). Nevertheless, AI has now adopted

sophisticated information systems to track supplierýs engaged with more than one

partner to ensure that the best ternis are negotiated consistently.

The report also suggested that recruitment of personnel be carried out dircctly by AI

based on menit as opposed to having staff appointed to AI by the partners so as to

avoid conflicts of interest or division of loyalty. To this end, employees now appea

to increasingly identify theniselves with AI as opposed to its industrial partners -

having their own distinct culture and independent Human Resources Directorate.

The Chairman of Uic executive board also serves as the Managing Director

overseeing day to day operations of AI. The AI management structure icorporates

seven functional directorates including Commercial, Engineering, Customer

Services, Industrial, Progranis & Processes, Administr-ation and Transport (Exhibit

4). Although AI is not directly engaged in procurement of aircraft components or

systems (except for customer selected engines & nacelles), it does exert considerable

influence (particularly the Commercial, Engineering, Customer Services, and
A a:....,.4,rcAccrmp7 nn thaà nrtnterç in their enuinment selections in view of





times it also engages in speciflc projects, to improve product performTance and safety.

Customer Services (Exhibit 7): The largest directorate is represented by Customner
Services which employs 45 % of ail AI' s 2098 staff members. Sixty field offices and

tcchnical representatives in forty countries provide 24hr service worldwide. This
directorate is also responsible for managing the Airbus training facility in Toulouse,

supplier monitoring, technical manuals and publications, and warranty control.

Industrial (Exhibit 8): The main responsibility of this directorate is to coordinate

the production process among the four partners and three associates as well as to

control product quality. It also ensures product customization to client i:equirements,
conversions, and delivery scheduling.

programs & Processes (Exhibit 8a): Overail responsibility for Airbus programs is

assigned to each of the program directors within this directorate. The EDP function,
also within this directorate, generates information for ail aspects of business process
analysis and planning activities.

Administration (Exhibît 9): Although AI does not issue an annual report externally,
the Administration directorate maintains financial controls and an intricate set of

supplier and costing records. This process facilitates the partner's major procurement
activities by ensuring similar, and where possible improved, terms are negotiated
consistently by each of the AI partners. Other miles include administration of AI
direct procurement contracts, treasury, and business planning.

Transport: Supports the final assembly activities in Toulouse and Hamburg by
maintanini a special fleet of land and air equipment to transport pre-equipped sub-





supply of a systemn component incorporated into either a Level 2 partners subsystem
a Level 1 partner's system.

Acrospatiale is engaged in providing complete auto flight, electrical power, flight
control, engine fuel and control and navigation systems on ail prograins ail landing
gear on A300/A310, nose landing gear on A320 family, air conditioning on the
A300/A310, and cabin finishings on A330/A340. British Aerospace is responsible
for fuel systems on ail the progranis, complete landing gear systems on A3301A340
and main landing gear on the A320 family. Daimler Benz Aerospace has
responsibility for environmental systems on ail progranis except A300/A310,
communication, finishes the cabins on the ail prograins except A330/A340,
indicating/recording, lighting, oxygen, vacuum, waste, APU and ignition systems
(Exhibit 11).

In the earliest programs (je A300B and A310), work was simply negotiated and
tiktributed based on comDetence. ipartnershit, share, and, political consideratiolis.

of Germany





assemble the aircraft.

Assembly facilities for the A330 and A340 in Toulouse (Exhibit 13) and those in

Hamburg (Exhibit 14) for the A319 and A321 employ flexible production

methodologies which a easily accommodate special customer requirements and

facilitates necessary reorganization of production lines arising from cancellations.

Other assembly facilities, in Toulouse for the A300, A310 and A320 prograins

cmploy more rigid "line m arrangements.

Futur Emm

ln the short to medium termn, Airbus appears committed to growing the family of

aircraft in order to meet evolving market requirements. The latest enhancemnents

include more range and payload with the A321-200 and A340-800 featuring optional

additional centre-tank(S). Studies are also being carried out for a shortened A330

seating slightly more passeflgerS and a longer range than the A300-600.

Nearest to launch is an even longer range A340. Other studies include A340

derivatives with enhanced powerplants permitting one-stop round-the-world

capability, a "stretched' A330 with seating capacity which could match today's
-.~...1Ja. 4w.nftvu'-rçinnç of' the A340 with lower deck w/c's, beds or





and French unwillingness to accept German leadership through its planned

developmerit of the FA-X-100, the successor to the Fokker 100. Airbus Industrie is

unlikely to become involved in this part of the market until after European

consolidation.

Research initiatives arise from withi the Airbus organization or at the partner level,

through feedback and requests from customers, and from direct proposais fromi

suppliers with innovative ideas to improve pro>duct performance and safety.

Suppliers selected or engaged in research projects are often selected as suppliers on

programs subject to the relationship established at this early stage and to commercial

considerations. Firmns requiring technical information to develop products or systems

for secondary markets should pose requests directly to the Engineering departments

of the partner with the relevant level 1 work share responsibility and concurrently

to Airbus Engineering. To legitimize such requests, suppliers must provide up front

assurances for the protection of proprietary property and the proposai should be

accompanied by a firm order or request from an Airbus customer.

bgrosatik1e râhiçË (Appendix 2)

Aerospatiale is the premier state controlled aerospace company of France. 62.16%

of its shares are owned directly by the government of France, 17.82% are owned

indirectly through another state company, Societe de Gestion de Participations

Aeronautiques, and 20% by Credit Lyonnais. Aerospatiale was formed in the early

Mflc 2ç 2 mo.rçrer between Sud-Aviation and Nord-Aviation following a pattern of





private capital from other leading French aerospace firns including Thomson-CSF,

Matra, and Dassault. The Airbus operational centre is currently headed by Mr.

Gerard Blanc, who is also cited as a possible successor to Jean Pierson as Managing

Director of AI. The three Airbus prograni families, (wide body, narrow body, long

range) and three programs under study (FLA, VLCT,,and Supersonic) are supported

by seven functional departments (Exhibit 16).

AUl purchasing activities related to the Aeronautical division are controiled through

Toulouse. The purchasing departments of the Airbus (Exhibit 17) and Acrostructure

(Exhibit 18) operatizig centres are responsible for vendor selection, contract

negotiation, and complete logistical support Up to final aircraft installation. Three

factories located in Nantes, St. Nazaire, and Meaulte manufacture structural

components and parts for Aerospatiale's work share in Airbus programs. These

factories are directed and receive functional support including purchasing from the

Aerostructure operational centre (Exhibit 19). Final assembly of the ail Airbus

aircraft, except the A321 and A3l9, takes place at Colomiers and St. Martin
(Toulouse).
Internal biases exist with respect to the procurement of some avionics equipment

through the company's part ownership in Sextant, however, Aerospatiale currently

welcomes inquiries and proposais directly from prospective suppliers. The company

has extensive industrial collaborations and interests in Canada.

(refer to Exhibit 33 for Aerospatiale contact names and coordinates)

Briis AQpace peatiLtd (M (Appendix 3)

British Aerospace (BAc) was formed as a nationalized group after the consolidation

of British Aircraft Corp., Hawker Siddley, and other aerospace and defence state
intprp-çt-, In the earlv 80's. the UX Rovernment sold BAc over two stages and





as the centre fuselage for the Avro RJ Regional Jet. Aviation services is another

separate company within BAe Operations Ltd and engages in heavy maintenance of

larger commercial airliners, conversions of VClO airliners into air-to-air tankers,

and Liverpool airport maintenance.

BAe Operations Ltd is headed by Chris Geoghegan and various programs are

supported by functional areas in a matrix orgamization (Exhibit 21). Procurement for

the Airbus Business unit takes place at Filton within the Product Operations

Directorate along with Engineering and Manufacturing. The procurement departmeflt

is headed by Alan Wakeham. and is organized into 4 distinct areas including;
cquipment, airframe, materials, and non-production (Exhibit 22). Procurement bas

been closely aligned with engineering, accordingly, each of the departmnt's

procurement officers works with an engineering counterpart to facilitate product and

supplier performance evaluations and to reinforce customer support. Filton

Aerostructures has its own procurement department headed by John Ramsey.

BAc Airbus manufacturing and equipping of wing boxes and design activities are

primarily undertaken at sites in Chester and Filton. Uowever, some sub assemblies,

and detailed machining and composites work also takes place at plants located in

Brough and Samlesbury. Wheel and brake assemblies on landing gear systems are
integrated at a small plant in Toulouse.

BAc Airbus procures through a system of open tenders and is pressing to become

increasingly transparent, nevertheless there is stili some bias towards internal supply

sources in aerostructures and precision machining tbrough its ownership in Filton

Acrostructures. The company does not have system supply capabilities within the

LrOUD (unlike Aerospatiale, through its interest in Sextant, is a major player in





C-212 (26 passengers), and the C-101 (military jet trainer). Other significant
European consortium participations include Euroflghter (13 %) and FLA (20 %). The
group bas developed a reputation for ils carbon fibre competencies. CASA's Airbus
participation bas been assuming growing significance contributing almost 25 % of the
group's turnover. Major procurement on ail CASA programs are negotiated by Mr.
Javier Matallanos, Director of Material and Logistics, who's department works
closely with the programn directors in a matrix format (Exhibit 24). Responsibility
for CASA's interest in Airbus rests with ils program director, Mr. Carlos Gutiérrez,
who reports directly to the Vice President -Programs, Mr. Luis Munoz (Exhibit 25).
The company' s involvement in Airbus programs is focussed predominantly on the

design and manufacturing of horizontal stabilizers and a variety of passenger and
landing geai doors.

A significant portion of work related to CASA's Airbus work share is carried out
within the group at factories located in Cadiz, Getafe, San Pablo, and Tablada. The

balance is carried out by a host of predominantly Spanish subcontractors and
suppliers and a limited number of foreign firms with carbon fibre competencies.

CASA aims to maintain its position in composite structures and is also striving to,
assume an expanded role in Airbus programs if it can increase its participation in the
Airbus GIE or if present guidelines surrounding the distribution of work share are
relaxed in favour of more market oriented approaches.

("-fer to Exhibit 35 for Construcciones Aeronauticas S.A. contact naines and

90's from





possible closures of additional facilities including those located ini SPeYer and

Laupheim. Over the past two years, DASA bas closed plants in Lemwerder and

Munich and reduced personnel by more than 3600. While keeping its core

production activities, DASA could potentially move some other primary and

secondary structures and component manufacturing activities outside Germafly where

there is considerable world excess capacity. Other factories are located i Bremen,

Dresden, NordenhamT, Stade, and Varel. The Stade facility is a world class

composite material centre.

Final assembly of the A321 and A319 and major fuselage sections on other Airbus

prograrna takes place ini Hamburg-Finkeflwerder. Management of the Airbus Spares>

centre i Hamnburg bas also been negotiated into DASA's work share. Priniary

rcsponsibility for procurement rests within the Materials management functional arca

which is headed by Mr. Reiner Oelwein (Exhibit 27). Procurement for "flying parts"

is headed by Mr. Werner Muenster, who's department is organized into four product

arcas including Raw Materials, Aircraft Equipment (systems), Customized

Equipment, and Aerostructures (Exhibit 28). The Airbus division is also engaged i

Fokker and Dornier prograins as well as a limited military busiess unit.

Past Canadian supplier involvenient is notably disappointing with DASA Airbus.

This likely stemis from both a lack of knowledge of Canadian capabilities on the part

of DASA (as sourcing efforts are concentrated in the US through satellite

procuremnent offices) and a Iack of aggressiveness towards this markcet on the part

,% thp (nn;tÉi2n çector: however. thc company stresses that it remains open to

naines and





supply and support over the life of the programn, a thorough review of its financial
stability and production facilities is carried out. Furthern'ore, an in depth assessment
of the firm's ability to provide maintenance and warranty support in strict
accordance with the "World Airline Supplier Guide" is undertaken by evaluating the
infrastructure and organization in place as well as by reviewing " track records".

Mter important considerations involve the firms ability to meet the partners'
production methodologies (ie. JIT) and delivery lead-time and reliability. The quality
standards required depend on the nature of the expected commercial relationship.
Prospective suppliers engaged in engineering, manufacturing, installation, and

support, generaily caUl for IS0-9001, AQAP-1, and/or MIL-Q-9858A certification
(and AQAP-13 for software developers).

Commercial relationships which do flot require engineering fromn the supplier

(therefore it is flot necessary to audit processes built into engineering phase to secure

product quality) must generaily meet ISO-9002, AQAP-4, and/or MIL-I-45208A.

For the supply of non-critical components, and where the prospective supplier's
activities and quality system corresponds to supplying products whose quality is

assured by a final inspection only, IS0-9003, AQAP-9, and/or MIL-I-45208A is
necessary.

The supplier certification process can take from four months to well over a year and
can be quite costly. Certification by FAA (US), JAA (Europe), other major aircraft
manufacturers such as Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, Canadiar, or de Havilland, and
the "Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation", can help to expedite this
î,rocess. Costs for certification can be bomn by the supplier, however, this may





Environmental Analysis

Although expected air travel growth will favourably impact the demand for new
large civil aircraft, the short term implications to aircraft manufacturing are stifled
in view of both demand and supply aide issues. The Gulf War of 1990 coincided
with a general recession among industrialized countries and the demand for air travel
proved especially sensitive to this downturn, resulting in a 3 % decrease in the
number or revenue passenger miles for the fiust time since the commencement of jet
travel. These factors inflicted severe damage to airliners, which are only just starting
to ace signa of a return to profitability. Furthermore, by 1994, there continued to
exist considerable excess inventory of usable aircraft on the market. The following
will summarize the demand and supply side conditions to large aircraft
nmufacturers such as Airbus and its suppliera:

Dumnd-Side Conditions

The aircraft manufacturing industry faces uncertain markets over the next decade,
with the strongest growth expected to occur in the Peoples Republic of China (PRC)
and other countries in the Asia./Paciflo Rim. Airbus forecasts that by the year 2014,
these markets will exceed those of both Europe and North America.

Although European'and North American markets wil continue to, remain important,
the increasing relevance and leverage of Asian markets will force manufacturera to
accommodate those nations which aspire to develop indigenous aerospace sectors.
The Airbus consortium decision to locate a $40 million training facility in the PRC
was motivated by the future strategic importance of this market.

The international airline industry continues to operate in the midst of major
restructurings. Earlier signa included numerous code-sharing agreements that linlc
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Commercial airlines are stili financially weak as a resuit of the recession of the early

1990' s. Even with a return ta profitability, the massive volume of financing rcquired

ta facilitate the aircraft deliveries projected over the short ta mnedium term is

expected to be beyond the financial capacity of the customers themscîves
Manufacturers and governmcnts are under pressure ta provide acquisition financing

until private capital returns to thec aircraft financing scene ini a meaningful manner.

As an example, ta facilitate tic huge order place by Saudi Arabia with Boeing and
McDonnell Douglas, the US government's Export-Import Bank provided thc trade

financing guarantees. Also noteworthy is Uic creation of Airbus Financial

Corporation which aims ta be ini a position ta structure Airbus aircraft acquisition

financing within five ycars. Aerocngine suppliera are already participating in Uic

financing ganie and this trend could eventually impact other major system suppliers.

The market is generally well-served by existing praduct offerings, with relatively

few uncontested market niches except in Uic larger capacity segment (Exhibit 3 1).

Given thc continuiiig requirenient for massive up-front development casts, far fewer

ncw aircraft progranis are likely ta be launchcd over Uic next decade than ini Uic

past. Suppliers who aspire to continue will face substantial. pressure ta participate on

Uic few new aircraft progranis that arc announced.

Suppliers ta thc large aircraft manufacturers face even more serious challenges. Not

only are pressures from airlines on aircraft manufacturera pushcd down ta thc
ollvla l~iýua clnnliprq h;ive, fç fewer choioes of customers with whom ta

market's





cost capabilities and can provide prime manufacturers with both lower cost
production opportunities and the prospect of sales growth in non-traditional markets
over the longer terni. Govemnments in these economically depressed regions will be
seakçing to integrate their aircraft industries into the international supply chain to
stimulate new sources of urgently needed western currency. As an exaniple,
Acrospatiale recently qualifled the Russian firn Tupolev to manufacture titanium
ribs for engine pilons since Russian materials expertise presents an attractive
opportunity to provide a lowen cost supplier base while also developing relationships
as a longer tern strategy.

Producers of civil aircraft for regional markets and aerostructures on langer aircraft
may aiso see some erosion of thein position due to the refocusing of former defence
industries in both the United States and Europe. Defence contractors may attempt
tn convert their facilities to commercial aircraft production or to diversify into





Airbus organization. Efforts at cost reduction have impacted ail areas of the aircraft
business, yet appear most focussed on the design and production operations.

Airbus and the major industrial partners have sought innovative technologies ini
computer-aided design and manufacturing and are encouraging their key systems and
structural component suppliers to introduce compatible systems. Implementation of
these systems are aimed at reducing the development time and shortening the
learning curves associated with product launches, thus also reducing the importance
of first mover advantages. Recently, Aerospatiale, British Aerospace Airbus, DASA,
and Computervision of the US embarked on a joint development project aimed at
mntroducing "Airbus Concurrent Design". These tools serve to integrate the design,

production, and product support functions at early stages of product definition to
reduce the number of hours required for aircraft assembly and costly errors
traditionally experienced at the early stages of the production process.

Cost reduction initiatives have flot rested solely with new programs and, while each

of the Airbus partners have announced cost reduction targets in the order of 30%
(with no escalation), these cost cutting efforts have been compounded by equally
stringent milestones to improve responsiveness and service quality.

Direct supplier response to these measures will entail extensive value engineering
efforts to simplify product functions and integration, and relaxing of specifications
ouA tfI~~<twhere nnqçible. These efforts mav also reauire chanpzes to the

To meet the





such as the A3XX or the SCT may resuit in the willingness of Airbus to seek

developmnent capital from potential suppliers/partners. The need for further

consolidation of the European aerospace industry may also resuit in the accession of

new partners i AI. Alenia of Italy bas currently assumned a 20% interest in the

Airbus Military Aircraft company (interest may change subject to level of
governmeflt procurement of FLA and other factors).

BAe divested its strugghing regional jet business and recently joined Aerospatiale and

Alenia as equal partner i the AIR GIE (formerly ATR). DASA is also supporting

Alenia's participation in the Airbus MRIT program in view of competencies

established in developing conversion its for the McDonnell Douglas DC10

programn. These positions will Iikely promote the accession of Italy into the Airbus

group when a new civil program is launched. Potential suppliers must monitor both

the work shares negotiated by new partners and the impact on the work shares of

existing partners.

As the Europeafl industry consolidates, continued rationalization can also be

expected. DASA bas already closed factories in Munich and Lemwerder and is

currently under negotiations with Labour Councils to determine the fate of factories

in Speyer and Laupheim. Discussions in France regarding the prospect of a private

sector recapitalization will provoke further rationalizations at Aerospatiale.

Although CASA of Spain is still in government hands, its activities appear focused

and the company has been quite profitable as a result. The growing need for

efficiency and rationality reinforces the challenge for Airbus to reorganize itself into
-q fnflIv intrated COMDanv with a sinjele system of cost accounting and financial





Opportunities for the Canadian Sector

The Canadian acrospace sector can be cautiously optimistic about its prospects for

increased involvement in current and future Airbus programs. In response to an

overail challenge to become much more cost conscious and responsive to customer

demands, each of the Airbus partners is pushing for increased transparency, none

admitted any speciflc European content requirements, and ail recognized the

Canadian sector potential and expressed an openness to proposais.

Short Terni
Realistically, the ability to for the Canadian s
"icommercial challenge" in the short term will bc

respond to the Airbus
in view of the fact that

The partners would have
incurrinpz recertification

existing

and

found in

- F





While there are opportunities in buyer furnished equipment, marketing strategies for
these products should be primarily focused directly at the airlines. The Airbus
Commercial directorate, however, is also positioned to facilitate recommendations
to the airlines. Suppliera of equipment normally selected by the airline are also
reminded that their firms and products must be qualified by the responsible Airbus
partner.

Third tier suppliera face even stronger challenges. Traditionally, tbese small and
medium sized firms have focussed their attentions on American producers and on

built-to-print type contracts. The Iack of aggressiveness towards offshore markets is
evidenced tbrough negligible involvement on Airbus programs. To become an
attractive source of supply to the Airbus industrial partilers, and indeed to other

large civil aircraft producers, these suppliera, must progress beyond simple built-to-
print capability by offering engineering solutions and other value added services
wbile simultaneously improving their production efficiencies.

Bearing this in mi, how should potential Canadian suppliers proceed ? Firstly, it

is recommended that interested firms thoroughly familiarize themselves with the
potential client(s) by reviewing this document as well as other information which
may be publicly available in order to keep abreast of rapidly evolving developments.
A good appreciation for the manner in which Airbus currently functions may avoid
critical. and costly mistakes and misperceptions at the introduction stage.

Secondly, firms should carry out a self assessment to determine to which Airbus
partner(s) their marketing efforts should ke focused while not ignoring other
stakeholders which may have an impact on the procurement decision. This may
entail reviewing the respective partners' work shares as outlined i the report and,
where anibiguities may exist, verifying which partner is responsible for procuring





Longer Terni
To meet the evolving longer term trends impacting AI, and indeed many other
players in the international civil aircraft industry, the Canadian sector must broaden
its capabilities cither through collaborative efforts, negotiating expanded product
mndates and/or by flnancing the development of broadened capabilities internally.

Collaborative efforts offer a risk sharing approach to flrms seeking to expand their
capabilities and markets. The Canadian sector can look to the Airbus model which
successfully reconciled the diverse and conflicting interests of its industriae partners
by setting clear and overriding objectives and by effectively combining the resurces
and expertise of the industrial partners through clear and stable mandates.

The Airbus case also demonstrates the effective role governments can play in
developing key economic sectors. The respective national European governments of
each of the industrial partners played a catalytic and integral role in adding
credibility and staying power to the Airbus initiative. Moreover, in a world context,
there are few signs that competing nations are willing to reduce support for their
respective industries. Traditionally, the Canadian industry bas also enjoyed a
successful partnership with federal and provincial governments to become a serious
player in international aerospace. While Canada is demographically small with fewer
resources than its US and European counterparts, efforts can be made to target the
limited resources and policy tools to assist Canadian companies in meeting the
t-vnlvincr industrv reauirements and in maintaininE a level DlavinR field with the
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-AIRBUS INDUSTRIIE

Challenges and Lessons for the Canadian Aerospace Sector

APPENDICES 1-9

PLESF NTE THAT FOR APPFE(DIX 1, 7 AND 9YOU SHOULD CONTACT

MR.GUYLADQUIS FltOM THE CANADIAN EMBASSY IN PARIS

TEL (3.)a44.23.59.- AX (33.1)>44.43.29,98

POURLE4APPEDIX 1, -7. BT 9 VEUILLE CONTACTER M. GUY

BADQUIS A L'AMBASSADE DU CANADA A PARIS

TL(33.1) 44A43.23.59 - FAX (33.1) 44.43.29.98

24
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We discussed the current GI (groupmeflt d'intere eomique) partnership framework,
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L-ong Range A340, Satellite Navigation Project (turbulence

-tly engaged in supplier qualifications; however, Mr. Lagemann
>r North American programs would be favourably considered. In

rds are also recognized. Cost reduction targets have been
in pcnnçptn incliiçtrv Édem2nd.% and the renezotiation of





Oct. 3, 1995

Me'morafldur

To: Airbus Study File

Fronm: R. de Gasperis

Re- Meetinlg wîth BAe Airbus, Oct. 2, 1995

paricpans:P. Bruc, Manager-Bus$iness Developmeflt, BAe Airbus

G. Ladequis, Commercial Attaché, Canadian Embassy, Paris

C. M1acLean, First Secretary, Çanadian Hi$h Commission,~ Lonldon

A. Wakhm Head of Prcrmnt, Ae Aru

I-lwkr idelyan cer erspcean dfesestte inet. In te early SO's, the UK

goverimnt sld Ae oer wo sage an becrnea wielyheldpubic imted companxy

(PL). oonaftrthecomanydiersfie ino rea inludngtheautmotvead
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attached orgaizatioflai charl). ProcuremTent has been closely aligned with engineerinlg (as

opposed to manufacturi1Ig), accordingly, each of the departmeflts procurement officers worlcs

closely with an enginleerinlg counterpart to facilitate product and supplier performance

evaluations and to reinforce customer support. The mîain "gateways't into the organization,

therefore, are through the commercial or tecbnical loops.

The GIE, (Groupement d'Interet Economique) bas served as an effective medium for the

partners to pool their individual technological capabilities to achieve what would otherwiSe

not be possible, entry into the market for large civil air.craft. While tliis form of joint venture

proved highlY successful at the infant industry stage, the BAe Airbus representatives

recognized the need to move towads a single entity thereby improving contact between

Airbus and its suppliers, the timeliness of decision making, and other operatioflal and

productionl inefficiencieS.

Each of the Airbus partner, also serve as prime subcontractors, which bid on the various

taslcs associated with the designl and developmnlft of major aerostructure and corresponding

systezns of the final aircraft. The allocation of the value of the work share is roughly

consistent with the individual partner's holding. Once such contracts are negotiated, they

effectively carry on for the life of the prograin. Airoraft price pressures are felt immediately

at the partner level as the ma'iaging director is directly involved li sales negotiations. Pricing

concessions are absorbed in accord2ilce with the partiiership interest. That is, while the prime

subco'Itract price remains fixed, it is possible for the individual partner to realize a loss on

the sale of the aircraft and a correspoiidiilg profit on the worlcsbare contract.

B3Ae Airbus manufacturing and equipping of wing boxes and design activities are primarily

und.ertalcef at sites ini Cheshire and Filtoli. However, some sub assemblies, detailed

machining and composites worlc aIs') talces place at plants located in Brough and Samilesbury

(requeSt exact plant location along with brief narrative re nature of involvemelit and

production methodology) -Wheel and brake assemblies on landing gear systpxns are integrated

at a small plant li Toulouse.

Most ontracts for equipment are awarded lin $US, however there are some supply contracts

for airframe compOllents writtefl in pounds sterling. As Airbus aircraft are sold in $US and,

correspondingly, Prime subcOntracts are written in SUS, BAe Airbus must cover or carry its

exposur to any non $US denominated contracts. There is risk associated with a declining

dollar when revenues are earncd in dollars aud conts are deuomlnated in an appreciated local

currelcy. QuotatioMs are norllY requested lu both currec1ies anzd cvaluated intenally.

Terms ini supplier cc>ntracts do not correspond with the ternis in partnrs' prime subcontracts

wth Airbu1s Industrie. Provisions in contracts would facilitate a change ln supplier if it were

warranted. However; this would be diffliult t') rationalize iu view of the need for

reerfiatog, changes to custolUCr 1XI&1uals, and the jeopardy to estI>lishedC loyu1ties to

sqpliet which may bave contributed to noui-rectrr11g cost. Thbe cicmtancC undr which

a supplier change would be ct>nsidered include the prospect of revohîtionary nd innovative

new systems or products, substa1tifti cost savings (le. 30-35 %, poulibly leas depeniidlg on

the iyste1)ý and sigliificSflt iimprov0feets in~ reliability and support. Thei Comanay bas

estblihedcost reduction targets of 35 % by 1998. Exlstiig suppliers which are~ fot sensitive

to the BAe Airbus cost reducti targets ad. business conditions also run the rislc of being
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a knowledge of the competencies of the Canadian sector.

es were presented with a copy of "1995 Guide to Canadian

ýrvices for World Markets". Additional copies to be forwarded to





Memorandum

Ck--t. 7, 1995

To: Airbus Study File

From- Robert de Gasperi'

Re: Meeting at Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus, Oct. 4, 1995

Present D. Baker, Canadian Consulate, Hamburg

D. Butler, Canadian Embassy, Bonn

H. Beck, Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus, Capital Equipment Procurement

R. de Gasperis, Consultant
G. Ladequis, Canadian Embassy, Paris

H. Lang, Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus, Dolores Program, Aerostructures

W. Muenster, Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus, Central Procurement, Aircraft

W. Remus, Program Manager, Cargo Conversions

The Canadian delegation met first with Mr. Remus, formerly involved in equipment

procurement but currently involved in a new prograrn to convert passenger aircraft into

freigrht applications, and Mr. Beck, who is involved in procurement of capital equipment.

We first spoke about current restructuring associated with the "Dolores" program. They

indicated that recent media reports have been quite accurate in assessing the DASA situation.

DASA sales arc based in $US, however, a high portion of its cost base is in DM.

Accordingly, the strengthening DM has placed serious pressure on the company's cost

structure. The object of "Dolores" is to reduce this exposure by inoving a significant portion

of its cost base into the "dollar zone". "Dolores" is perceived to be the culmination of a

general restructuring, which has been occurring over the last two years at DASA. Indeed,

Mr. Remus indicated that he has had to reduce his level of management staff considerably

(two levels of management eliminated) by offéring generous retirement packages and/or other

incentives. "Dolores" is now expected to impact the factories. The Munich factory was

recently closed and the Speyer, Laupheim, Stade, and Bremen factories are in danger. The

outcome of "Dolores" is expected to be announced within weeks and we can expect to see

DASA keep its core production activifies and move a good deal of other aerostructure

activities outside where there is a great deal of world excess capacity. Eastern Europe and

Asia were also cited as potential areas where production activities cm be moved.

Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus' (hencèforth DASA Airbus) mandate from DASA does not

rest with Airbus Programs. Along with managing its workshare arrangement with Airbus

Industrie, this group is also involved in Fokker and Dornier programs as well as a limited

military business unit. It was noted that DASA Airbus does not procure aircraft sub-systems

from within the DASA group.

Insofar as machinery and equipment is concerned (including testing equipment), Mr. Beck

indicated that presently 60-70% is procured in Germany, 20% in the rest of Europe, and

1()% in North America and the rest of the world. He expects that after "Dolores", the North

Arnerican share will raise to 30-40%. He is comfortable with this prospect in view of the
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', unsuccessful attempt to offer an alternative to the Garrett
argely to do with economics. it was perceived that Garrett's

g 747-400 prograni, led the company to address its product

orne much more realistic with its pricing strategy.

r. Muenster summarized that current priorities with DASA

dion problems, namely in aerostructures, which present some

~He also suggested lie was not sure how Canadian industry
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Memorandum

October 10, 1995

To: Airbus Study File

From: Robert de Gasperis

Re: Meeting with Aerospatiale Oct. 6, 1995

Present: R. de Gasperis, Consultant
G. Ladequis, Canadian Embassy, Paris
P. Prax, Deputy Vice President, Airbus Programs Procurement, Aerospatiale

Mr. Prax welcomed the opportunity to speak with us. He indicated. Aerospatiale enjoyed an
extensive relationship with Canada citing a nuber of collaborations including Canadair's
involvement in the Airbus A330 program, extensive procurements made by both Air Canada
and Canadian Airlines, Aerospatiales involvement in the Canadian govemnment Polaris and

Canadair Global Express programs, and Aerospatiale's direct investment in Canada through
Atlantic Composites. He admitted that Canada is perceived more as a collaborator as opposed
to the fierce competitor perception of the United States. Mr. Prax also noted that

Aprn~n2ti2 pr'c nnil 2nd third largest SUDDiiers were Canadair and Pratt & Whitney Canada
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instance, we were advised that Aerospatiale strongly supported PWC's proposai to supply
the APU on the A340 program, notwithstanding DASA's eventual decision to award the APU
to Allied Signal-Garrett. Mr. Prax noted that Aerospatiale had very favorable experiences
with PWC's world support network and therefore shared this information with DASA. While
a considerable amount of redundancy exists within the current GIE framework, it is clear that
procurement decisions no longer take place in a vacuum at the partner level. We wonder,
therefore, how much further impact the eventual consolitdation will have on procuremnent.

In summary, Aerospatiale is engaged in furnishing the Avionics Systems, DASA in Air
Controls-APU and Hydraulic equipment, and BAe in Fuel controls and Landing Gear. In the
ATR GIE, Aerospatiale is responsible for power plant and avionies, Alenia of Italy is
responsible for landing gear and air conditioning.

We were advised by Mr. Prax that the supplier selection criteria is rather complex, however,
the basic approach is to identify the "best supplier in the world", at the best price, which can
meet Aerospatiale's JIT requirements, and posesses exceptional quality and product support.

Procurement activities at Airbus are organized into three subfunctions namely, purchasing
(involved in ail aspects of negotiations), logistics (which is involved in coodination up to final
installation on aircraft and to push suppliers to reduce their lead times), and storage (ensures
15 days worth of stock). Overali the department is seeking to meet technological and cost
targets.

Again, as we have heard from previous partners, cost reduction targets in the order of 30%
have been established. Furthermore, it was noted that the company intends to reduce its
number of major sutDliers from 250 to 25 (Aerosiatiale currently has 4741 suppliers, but

Ldian
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consider the supplier's technological, logistical, quality, commercial, and product support

capabilities. He stressed that, although supplier feedback is received from the Airbus

Industrie customer support directorate, in fact, the procurer had more leverage to demand

action. Logistics staff administer a questionaire to assess supplier performance, and that

should a particular supplier performance be deemed Iess than acceptable, an »action plan"

would be prepared in conjuection with the respective supplier. Failure on the part of the

supplier to remedy weak areas would result in its replacement.

As in the case with DASA Airbus, Aerospatiale intends to meet with its major suppliers

sometime early next year to discuss cost reduction strategies. Mr. Prax stressed that in order

to meet Airbus' commercial challenges, its suppliers must reduce costs, improve quahity,

decrease lead delivery time, improve product support, and facilite Aerospatiale JIT

requirements. Teams have already been established to identify parts which may be simplified

and/or procured on a more integrated basis to improve cost and assembly time. Unlike

DASA, Aerospatiale's cost base is predominantly in $US, nevertheless, its financial planning

has been carried out based on 5.8FF/$US.

Aerospatiale's capitalization plans to source private sector capital (Dassault, Matra,

Thomoson cited as Dotenial investors) will likely place increasing pressure on cost reduction





Memorandum

October 18, 1995

To: Airbus Study File

From: Robert de Gasperis

Re: Meeting at Construcciones Acronauticas S.A, October 18, 1995

Present R. de Gasperis, Consultant
C. Gutierrez, CASA, Director Airbus Programs
A. Herrero, Canadian Embassy, Madrid
J.C. Martinez, CASA, Airbus WB & NB Program Manager
L. Munoz, CASA, Vice President, Progranis
CI. Pile, Canadian Embassy, Madrid, Defense Attaché

Mr. Gutierrez proposed that CASA address a number of the questions circulated in advance

of the meeting through a presentation prepared by Mr. Martinez.

CASA is a financially autonomous state company within the INI Group and is thc premier

acrospace firm in Spain. Founded in 1923, thc company is now involvcd in a number of
------- 'q4ý' Aiitpmr (505n)- Âriansnace (1.9%). Eans
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sales in R&D. Research activities are focussed on carbon fibre technologies with somne

activity taldng place at the University of Madrid (recent program). The company has been

reducing its debt burden steadily since 1991.

Mr. Gutierrez did flot envision major changes to the status quo Airbus Organization with its

owners acting as major subcontractors in the foresecable future (perhaps 10Oyears). One of

the complications precluding a rapid move towards a single legal entity entails the evaluation

and transfer of assets. He also confirmed CASA's aim to increase its, participation in the

Airbus GIE and/or to increase its own involvement in Airbus programns if workshare rules

are relaxed ini favour of market oriented approaches.

Mr. Gutierrez made it quite clear that CASA would flot offer copies of typical contract, termis

and conditions (as was the case with each of the other industrial partners visited). When

asked if he would welcome proposaIs from Canadian flrms, he indicated that he would have

to obtain clearances before offering an affirmative response. He also, remained none

committal with respect to being able to provide a detailed supplier list as such information

was considered proprietary. He did indicate that he may make available a partial list of those

suppliers which hie considered could be assisted by Canadian firms in CASA's cost cutting
initiatives.

Overail, he confirmed the Airbus study could be a useful exercise. He stressed that CASA

wanted to develop contacts in Canada for potential collaborations. CASA has been somewhat

isolated from the large civil carriers by AI and hie acknowledged that there was also, a

genuine desire by CASA to develop relationships with large clients like Air Canada to, help

it assess its own performance and to continue to pursue business development opportunities
* . - - -- - ý .... ý~ n~gnv~'n tn Rriçtnl Aerosnace on the
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Acrospatiale - Major Suppliers

ABG Semca
Mr. Claude Charpy
Purchasing Manager
408, avenue des Etats Unis
31016 Toulouse Cedex
Tel: (33) 61.35.22.17
Fax: (33) 61.35.29.39
Air systems and components

AERZUR
Mr. Michel Roussel
Mgr, Aeronautic Equipment Div.
58, boulevard Gallieni
92137 Issy les Moulineaux Cedex
Tel: (33.1) 41.23.23.23
Fax: (33.1) 46.48.74.79
Parachute gear, composites, fuel tanks

AUXILEC
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Aerospatiale - Major Suppliers (continued)

me Joron

218
Cedex

electromechanical systems

LATECOERE
Mr. P. Martin
Purchasing Department
135, rue de la Periole
31079 Toulouse Cedex
Tel: (33)61.58.77.00
Fax: (33)61.61.22.91
Electronic equipment, satellites,
on board and on-ground equipment

B.P. 40
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Aerospatiale - Major Suppliers (continued)

SAGEM SEP
Mr. Pardoix Purchasing Department
Purchasing Director Civil Aeronautics
6, avenue d'Iena 24, rue Lalonon de Rothschild, B.P. 303
75783 Paris, Cedex 16 92156 Suresnes Cedex
Tel: (33.1)40.70.63.63 Tel: (33.1)47.28.65.00
Fax: (33.1)47.20.39.46 Fax: (33.1)40.90.07.47
Inertial navigation systems, avionics Propulsion systems, satellite equipment,
systems, electro-optics systems and equip. missile systems

avionics

SNECMA
Mr. Jean-Pierre Champagnon
Purchasing Manager

B.P. 59 2, boulevard du General Martial Valin
dex 75724 Paris, Cedex 15

Tel: (33.1)69.87.92.60
Fax: (33.1)40.60.81.02
Aircraft engines
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British Aerospace Airbus - Major Suppliers

AIR PRECISION
Mr. Eiji Kawaishi
5, avenue Denis Papin
B.P. 36
92353 Le Plessis-Robinson
France
Tel: (33.1)46.01.21.21
Fax: (33.1)46.01.21.77
Electrical slip rings, electronic clocks,

Aerospace

HELLA KG HUECK & COMPANY
Mr. Beermann, Director, Aerospace
Rixbecker Str., 75
D-59552 Lippstadt
Germany

Tel: (49)29.41.38.85.12
Fax: (49)29.41.38.84.32
Internal and external lighting products,
passenger service units

INDUSTRIES
ve
iess Development

and





BAe cONTACTLGumE

MESSIER DOWTY LTD
Mr Geoif Smith
Managing Director
Cheltenhamn Road
Gloucester
GL2 9QH

Tel: 01452 711301
Fax: 01452 711152
Main Landing Gear A340, A320

LIEBHIERR AERO TECHNJ«K GMBH
Mr F Beyer
Managing Director
Pfanderstrasse 50-52
Postfach 1363
0-88 Lindenburg ALGAU
West Germany

Tel: 8381 46 200
Fax: 8381 46 377

Flaps and Siats, A320

C & D INTERIORS
Mr J Downey
President
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BAe CONTACT GUIDE

BF GOODRICH AEROSPACE
AIRCRAFT FULES & INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS
Mr R Freeman
Managing Director
Unit 5
Cherry Wood
Chineham Business Park
Chineham
Basingstoke
Hants
RG24 OWF

FR Hitemp
(Division of Flight Refuelling Ltd)
Mr R Clarke
Managing Director
Brook Road
Wimborne
Dorset
BH21 2BJ

Tel: 01202 848183
Fax: 01202 880096

Fuel Indicators and valves, A320, A340 & A300

Tel: 513 440 2393
Fax: 513 339 4556

iagement and quantity
0 and A321

AEROSPACE UK
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BAe CONTACT GUIDE

ALCAN PLATE
Po Box 383
Kitts Green
BIRMINGHAM
833 9QR

ALCOA (EXTRUSION & TUBE)
Halethorpe Extrusions Inc
2000 Halethorpe Avenue
Baltimore
Maryland 21227
USA

Sales DirectOr Bermard Hopkins
Tel: 0121 783 4020
Fax:0121 784 7899

varous

Jet.

Location Manager: Vi Bird
Tel:410 242 8181
Fax.410 247 4441

Part of Alcoa International. Manufacturer of
of stringer extrusions for ail Airbus variants to a

number of end users.

Webb
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Construcciones Aeronauticas S.A. - Major Suppliers

AERONAUTICA INDUSTRIAL S.A,

s, components

ANDALUCIA AEROSPACIAL
Mariano Santiago
Director of Business Developmeflt
Edif. World Trade Center
Isia de la Cartuja
E-41092 Sevilla, Spain
Tel: (34.5)448.8271
Fax: (34.5)448.8272
Airborne structure components

SISTEMAS

Director
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Construcciofles Aeronauticas S.A - Major Suppliers (continued)

PROPULSORES INISEL GROUP
J.A. Perez-Nievas, President
Avda. Burgos 8 - bis
E-28036 Madrid Spain
Tel: (34.1)396.3300
Fax: (34.1)396.3131
Electronic systems and components
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Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus GmbH - Major Suppliers

GmbH AIK ISOLIER-UND KUNTSTOFF

.r.9 Otto-Hahn-Str.5
ing 34123 Kassel, Germany
'5.75.0 Tel: (49)561.580.10
)5.75.55 Fax: (49)561.580.1252
)mnonents PCB bas materials, prepregs
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Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus - Major Suppliers (continued)

DIEHL GmbH DRAEGERWERK AG

Stephanstrasse 49 Moislinger Allee 53/55
90478 Nuernberg 23542 Luebeck

Tel: (49)911.947.0 Tel: (49)451.882.0

Fax: (49)911.947.3680 Fax: (49)451.882.2080

Ballast units Fire protection, oxygen systems

FEINMECHANISCHE WERKE MAINZ FERDINAND STUEKERJUERGEN GmbH

Industriestrasse 56-58 Gruener Weg 4

55120 Mainz-Mombach 33397 Rietberg-Varensell

Tel: (49)6131.698.0 Tel: (49)5244.4040
Fax: (49)6131.698.200 Fax: (49)5244.404.44

Flight controls Molded extrusion components

HELLA KG HUECK & CO LIEBHERR AEROTECHNIK GmbH

Rixbecker Str. 75 -Pfaenderstrasse 50-52

59552 Lippstadt 88 161 Lindenberg

Tel: (49)2941.38.1 Tel: (49)8381.46.0
Fax: (49)294138.8432 Fax: (49)8381.46.377
Aircraft lights Flight controls, air conditioning

NORD-MICRO ELEKTRON1K STN ATLAS ELEKTRONIK GmbH

Victor-Slotosch Str 20 Huenefeldstrasse 1-5

60388 rankfurt 28199 Bremen

Tel: (49)6109.303.0 Tel: (49)421.538.03

Fax: (49)6109.303.233 Fax: (49)421,538.3320

Air onditioning, pneumatics Maintenance and testing eqmpment

VDO LUFTFAHRTGERATEWERK
An der Sandelmuhle 13
DI6039 Prankfurt
Tel., (49)69.5805.0
Fax: (49)69.5805.399

Indicating instruments, hydraulic power
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